
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of global consultant. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for global consultant

Lead price/product positioning projects spanning across regions and global
price realization targets
Lead analysis of key competitors’ global merchandising strengths,
weaknesses and tactics
Responsible for GCI Product family (and model level) alignment between ABP,
LTF, Gate Review Commitments (volumes, PINs, Price) , Price Plans, S&OP,
Sales Variance targets, global sales reporting, and OPACC goals
Be the “go to” person for issues related to achieving sales plan (Pricing,
Product, availability, coverage) for the Global Product Manager
Serve as the voice of field (VOC, VOD, VOB) back to the product groups and
make fact-based market driven recommendations
Develop business cases and lead global teams to achieve results for product
groups and Global Product Application team
Developing a deep understanding of carrier corporate strategy and key
strategic challenges
Facilitating development of Aon Inpoint ‘Strategic Point of View’ on the
viability of carrier strategy and what needs to be done to deliver it or to
challenge it constructively
Understanding (and deploying where required) wider Aon capabilities (AB,
AH, Aon Securities…)
Establishing productive relationships with Aon colleagues globally, and
leveraging these relationships to help deliver strategic Client Value
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Ability to travel, both locally and internationally
You will be responsible for the project management of the Global governance
initiatives within Coca-Cola International
Define and assist delivering on-site technical engagements with partners and
customers
Work with the overall S&A team to convey partner and customer feedback as
input to Next Gen Strategy roadmaps
Manage consulting engagements from prospecting, defining SOWs, leading
project kick-offs, executing privacy assessments, drafting and presenting
findings reports, providing risk analyses, and recommending actions
Develop and recommend proof-of-concept projects, and conduct customer
workshops


